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PRINT PATTERN PIECE AT 100%
OR

TURN OFF SCALING IN YOUR PRINT PREFERENCE

SHIRT TISSUE HOLDER
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INFORMATION BEFORE WE START

Read through all instructions before starting the Shirt tissue holder.

Print pattern pieces at 100% or turn off scaling in your print preference
Test square is on pattern piece#1. 

To save paper and ink, you can just print the pattern pieces, and then follow the sewing 
instrucion on your computer.

Print and cutting instruction...............page 3 
Pattern pieces......................................page 8 - 11

Different seam allowance are used, but are provided in the sewing instruction.
Seam allowance is included in all pattern pieces.

Always remember to back stitch at start and end of stitching.

There are check boxes          in every step, so you can keep track of your progress.

Note: 
Non directional fabric is prefered for this project.
If you choose an directional fabric, more fabric is required.  The additional fabric allows 
you to place the pattern pieces correctly so you don’t end up with a half design on a pattern 
piece, for exampel, a half of a flower.  Just remember to buy more fabric if you use a fabric 
with directional design print

Arrows Shows the Grain:

The grain is the edge of the side of your fabric, where the fabric manufacturer
has their name stamped.   The arrow on the pattern pieces should be parallel
with the stamped edge.

If you have any questions, I am only an email away.

vivi@sewnideas.com
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MEDIUM WEIGHT COTTON FABRIC - 1 fat quarter (46 cm x 56 cm)  

Note: If you use light weight cotton fabric, you will also need fusible interfacing like
PELLON (911FF) OR (SF101) for all pieces.

OPTIONAL (to add detail)
3 SMALL BUTTONS (I bought a small bag of buttons in Walmart)

MATERIAL LIST:

PRINT AND CUTTING INSTRUCTION
Print pattern pieces at 100% or turn off scaling in your print preference.
Do NOT use ...  fit to page.   Test square is on pattern piece#1.  
Cut out paper pattern pieces.    Cut out fabric according to pattern pieces.

I used different fabric colors for each pattern piece, so it would be easy for you to see and
follow along.  I also used contrasting sewing thread, again for easy visibility.

 2 Pattern pieces#1 - Front

2 Pattern piece#2 - Back (reason for 2 pieces, it to make it more durable)

1 Pattern piece#3 - Collar

2 Pattern pieces#4 - Sleeves

Here are the different fabric colors I used.

FRONT............................................YELLOW......................Pattern piece#1

BACK..................................................RED.........................Pattern piece#2

COLLAR............................................PURPLE.....................Pattern piece#3

SLEEVES...........................................GREEN......................Pattern piece#4
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BACK
(Pattern piece#2)

SEWING INSTRUCTION

1. Place the two back pieces (Pattern piece#2) wrong
     sides together.  Pin and sew around all edges, using
     1/8” (3 mm) seam allowance.

FRONT
(Pattern piece#1)

1. Fold the front fabric (Pattern piece#1)
    lenghtwise, wrong sides together.  
    Press.   Repeat for the other front 
    fabric.

2.  This step is optional, but adds detail.
      Sew a straight stitching along the
      folded edges, we just pressed, using
      3/8” (1 cm) seam allowance.

3. We will use the back fabric as template
     to check the overlap of the front 
     pieces.   Lay the back fabric on the 
     table, now lay the two folded front 
     pieces on top, about halfway down, 
     and line up side edges of the front 
     pieces.

4.  Now the front fabric should overlap 
     about 3/4” (2 cm).  Pin the fronts
     overlap at the top and bottom.
     Remove the back fabric and sew the
     overlap at top and bottom.
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SEWING INSTRUCTION
COLLAR
(Pattern piece#3)

1. Fold collar in half lenghtwise, right 
    sides together.  Pin and sew the short 
    edges, using 1/4” (7 mm) seam 
    allowance.   Turn right side out, and 
    carefully poke out corners.    Press.

2.  This step is optional, but adds detail.
      Sew a straight stitching around the 
     three edges, using 1/8” (3 mm) seam 
     allowance, leaving the open edge.

3. Fold collars short edges towards the middle.  Press.

ATTACHING COLLAR

1. Center the raw edge of collar, to back fabric short edge.  
     The folded edges on collar facing up.

SLEEVES
(Pattern piece#4)

1. Fold sleeves in half, wrong sides 
     together.  This is fold line 1 on pattern
     piece#4.   Press.   

2.  This step is optional, but adds detail.
      Sew a straight stitching along the fold 
      just made, using 1/4” (7 mm) seam 
      allowance.  Repeat for the other sleeve.
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SEWING INSTRUCTION

ATTACHING SLEEVES

1. Fold sleeves in half.  This is fold line 2
    on pattern piece#4.  

2.  Pin sleeves to top of back fabric side 
      edges, the sleeves folds facing towards 
      middle.   
      Sew collar and sleeves in place, using 
      1/8” (3 mm) seam allowance.

1. Lay the piece just made with collar
     and sleeves attached on the table, 
     collar and sleeves facing up.   
     Now lay the front fabric made in step
     4 (page 4) on top, right side facing 
     down.
     Pin and sew around all edges, using
     1/4” (7 mm) seam allowance.
     I also like to overlock or zig zag all 
     edges, to avoid fabric from fraying.

2.  Cut off corners diagonally, being
     careful not to cut into your stitches.

ASSAMBLE
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SEWING INSTRUCTION
FINISHING THE SHIRT TISSUE HOLDER

1. Turn right side out, through the
    opening in the middle of the front 
    fabric.   Carefully poke out corners.

2.  Fold the collar down.  Press.

3. This step is optional, but adds detail.
      Sew three small buttons on.
      I space them out about a little over
      2” (5,5 cm) between each button.

       CONGRATS!

“YOU ARE DONE”

E-mail: vivi@sewnideas.com
Website: www.sewnideas.com
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2 in fabric
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